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                                Full-bore- Heading south. 

                            Junior Rifle- Train, compete, repeat    

The 
 

December 

    2013 

Buffalo Chips 

 
 

 

 

 

Like always, if you have any questions, scores, tips or advice, comments, 

or have something that you would like to have published in the For Sale / 

Wanted section, email me at mprachips@gmail.com 
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             So cold you just want to stay home  

                       in bed or head south 

 
                   Seeing as full bore is limited to reloading a season’s worth of brass or  
            heading south to compete in warmer climates the majority of this will focus on 
            small bore. 

 

          Athletes trying out for the Canada Winter games team have been very busy  
   with several days of practise a week followed by additional tasks specified in 
   the training plans by Coach Rob Deneka. Obviously this program is working as  
   we continue to see new personal best scores at every match. 
 
        Some of these young people include cadets from the 220 Royal Canadian  
   Air Cadet Squadron and are coached by Alex Mark and Adam Niesh at the 
   Wellington range. 
 
        The Novice Program, or Junior Program as Leo calls it, is full and includes 
   age ranges from 12 to 51 years. Everyone continues to show improvement and 
   a clear mis-understanding  that range time beats homework any day. Young  
   James and Alex are making the most gains in the standing position with  
   Breyden, Logan and Jeremy nearing the 100 mark in prone 22lr. Sebastian,  
   who was in the program last year and has his Marksmen badge with Sea  
   Cadets does extremely well at both disciplines. Well done everyone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• ""All things are difficult before they 
are easy." – Thomas Fuller 

•  
• My take: If you find it hard to hit your 

target reliably, guess what? You're 
*normal*! With training and practice, 
skill will come. - 

• Kathy@ The Cornered Cat 
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                A Christmas Poem from V.P. FullA Christmas Poem from V.P. FullA Christmas Poem from V.P. FullA Christmas Poem from V.P. Full    boreboreborebore---- Murray Sloane Murray Sloane Murray Sloane Murray Sloane    

    

    
 
 
No more shooting, no more coaches dirty looks 

On this year, we can now close the books 

There may be those among us who, 

 This past year, did perhaps, from time to time let bad shots go  

And with them sound a not so silent curse. 

Not to worry, it could have been worse. 

But enough of that; ‘tis now the season to be jolly.  Ho! Ho! Ho! 

 

Spring will come in time and with it perhaps some showers 

The cold and snow, they shall be gone and surely we will see flowers.  

And then once more we fullbore shooters shall rejoice, ever and anon  

Per chance to score one possible or maybe even more 

That shall be our dream - dream on. 

For now, let us give thanks for what we have and what is in store 

 

To all here this day, I wish you good health and good cheer  

And hope to see you all again next year. 

    
Merry ChristmasMerry ChristmasMerry ChristmasMerry Christmas to all and to all you hold dear. 

____original signed by M. Sloane_______________________________ 

M. Sloane, VP MPRA Fullbore – “Poet Laureate” !!!   
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                   M.P.R.A. Canada Winter Games Fundraiser  
 

                          A night out at Rumor’s Comedy Club 
 
   I have booked March 15, 2014 a Saturday night show starting at 10:00 PM (rush  
seating). Ticket cost is $17.00 and includes a show by comedian Julian McCullough from Los 
Angeles. 
  
  We must sell 150 tickets in order to have a silent auction as well as a 50/50 draw.  The hall holds 
250 people; it would be great if we sell 150 tickets (minimum) however lets target 250. I have 
spoken with a friend who had their wedding social there and they made $6000.00 profit with 250 
tickets sold. We would get 50% profit of the ticket sales ($8.50 per ticket) plus the sales of the 
silent auction and 50/50 draw.  If we do not sell 150 tickets then we will not be able to have a 
silent auction or 50/50 draw. All tickets MUST BE purchased 1 week prior to the show in order to 
be part of our fundraiser. Any ticket sold at the door does not count towards our profits.  
  
  So it is Very Important that you commit to buying your tickets in advance.  The tickets are 
available before Christmas so you may want to purchase some and give them away as Christmas 
Gifts. A great Stocking Stuffer. The tickets will be at the MPRA  Wellington range, you can pay by 
cash or make your cheque payable to the MPRA. We really need to support this fundraiser. It’s a 
great evening out with your partner and everyone enjoys some laughter.  
 
  In order for Sport Manitoba to keep funding the MPRA we have to show them that we are 
attempting to fundraise as well.  These funds go towards the Canada Winter Games Fund.   If you 
have any donations that we could use towards the silent auction can you please bring them to the 
range attention:  Donna Ladan. If you have any questions email or call Donna Ladan 204-795-1212 
or dladan@shaw.ca 
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Missed in the last newsletter were the small bore provincial results. Enjoy along 
some pictures of the facility in Brandon and scores from local matches. Thanks 
to Paul Lemire for providing this write up. 
 
 
 

FALL 2013 MPRA SMALLBORE COMPETITIONS AND PHOTOS" 
What a nice fall week we are having, enjoy until it’s gone. Outdoor matches started later this 
year because of the lack of summer. Our first outdoor match was on May 23 in Brandon 
Manitoba.  It was attended by six shooters. There were two matches in Brandon this past year 
and will look at adding again for next year. Brandon Wild life has a very nice outdoor range. 
Everyone is invited to Brandon to compete at their range. Just think you from Winnipeg would 
get the out of town fee. Take a look at pictures of their range. 
 

May 23-2013 Brandon, scores 
Match                                                                                       Sporter 

Michael Knipping   178, 180, 178,=536                         Mathew Szoradi 188,6x,191,7x,196,6x=575    
Paul lemire              129, 145, 130,=404                         Lukas Knipping 187,5x,194,9x,192,8x=573 
Katharina Knipping 158, 165, 178,=501 womens 3-p  Maryann Canart 184,1x,182,5x,179,5x=545 

 
June 8 Winnipeg Miller Range 

Sporter                                                                                  Match 
Lukas Knipping 196,9x197,11x198,6x=591-26x             Ian Mitchell 193, 184, 192=569 
Joel Canart 187,2x186,4x192,9x=565-9x                        Don Mitchell 185, 189, 188=562 
Devon Arason 173,3x,159,186,3x=518-6x                      Michael Knipping 176, 184, 182=542 
Bailey Purse 165,1x,173,1x,177,3x=515-5x                    PauL Lemire 133, 107, 133= 373 
Zane Arason179,1x,160,1x,161,2x=500-4x                     Katharina Knipping171,167,145=483  
                                                                                                 womens 3p 

 
June 20 Brandon 

Sporter                                                                                  Match 
Joel Canart 194,7x,192,7x,187,5x=573-19x                    Michael Knipping 184,174,176=534 
Jarrod Hoddinott 184, 187,3x,184,2x=555-5x                Paul Lemire  148,130,134=412 
Debbie Hoddinott 190,4x,191,3x,183,3x=564-10x         Katharina Knipping142,167,127=436  
                                                                                                  womens 3-p 

 
July 6 Winnipeg Miller range 

Sporter                                                                            Match 
Kailay Kotowich 176,2x,188,2x192,5x=556-9x               Ian Mitchell,190,192,190=572 
Jarrod Hoddinott 183,2x,187,5x,175,1x=545-8x             Don Mitchell 190,184,190=564 
Debbie Hoddinott 184,4x,181,2x,174,1x=539-7x            Chris Lemire  184,180,187=551 
Joel Canart 179,1x,163,158=500                                      Connor Deneka 176,187,176=539 

                                                                       Paul Lemire 158,154,175=487 
                                                                                 Krista Hildebrand 172,177,185=534  

                                                  womens  3-p 
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July 7 2013 Provincial" Match" Free Rifle Competition "Prone" 
MM; 1st Michael Knipping=1096                  Expert;1st Ian Mitchell=1155 

         Silver Connor Deneka=1094                      Silver   Don Mitchell=1131 
                             Bronze      Paul Lemire=1047 
                             Katharina Knipping=995  
 

   Junior; 1st Connor Deneka=1094                Sub. Junior; 1st Katharina Knipping=995 
                         Silver Katharina Knipping=995 
 

Sharp shooter; Chris Lemire 
 

"Overall Prone MatchWinner; Ian Mitchell" 
 

July 20 Winnipeg Miller range 
Sporter 

Don Mitchell 197,8x,199,199,17x,199,14x=595-39x 
                                       Thomas Shier 187,2x,183,8x,187,6x=557-16x 
                                       Devon Arason 169,3x,151,1x,152=472-4x 

 
July 21 2013 Provincial "Sporter" Competition 

MM;      1st Joel Canart=1127-21                   Sharp Shooter;1st Michael Knipping=1182-47x 
 Silver Jarrod Hoddinot=1116-21x                                      Silver Katharina Knipping=1173-45x 
                            Bronze=990-13x                                            Bronze Lukas Knipping=1154-40x 

 
Expert;1st Don Mitchell1177-65x                       Prone Junior; 1st Katharina Knipping=1173-45x 
                                                                                                      Silver Krista Hildebrand=1163-65x 
                                                                                                     Bronze Lukas Knipping=1154-40x 

 
Sub. Junior; 1st Katharina Knipping=1173-45x 
                   Silver Krista Hildebrand=1163-25x 

 
Overall Sporter Prone Winner "Michael  Knipping;"1182-47x 
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November Air Rifle Match 
 

Name Class Sub Class M/F String 1 String 2 String 3 String 4 String 5 String 6 400.0 600

Kaitlin Rempel EX F 100.8 97.8 95.6 100.6 394.8 394.8

Ingrid McCrea EX F 90.5 88.9 87.5 91.9 358.8 358.8

Katharina Knipping EX Jr, SJr F 97.8 93.1 97.7 92.3 91 99.1 380.9 571

Krista Hildebrand MM Jr, SJr F 88.1 92.6 90 96.8 93.3 93.6 367.5 554.4

Danielle Lebecque MM Jr, SJr F 71.7 80.3 86.4 70.4 308.8 308.8

Sierra MM Jr, SJr F 70.4 77.8 74.9 79.1 302.2 302.2

Ella Mark MM Jr, SJr F 78.2 80.3 79.4 69.5 307.4 307.4

Jayne MM Jr, SJr F 81.3 71 67.4 76.6 296.3 296.3

Chad Ladan MM Jr, SJr 85.7 88 88.6 90.6 81.4 90.5 524.8

Lucas Marsh MM Jr, SJr 85.8 88 79.9 81.3 86.7 82.3 504

Nick Mark MM Jr, SJr 81.6 80.7 83.9 78.9 84.8 82.4 492.3

Aaron Watson-Tully MM Jr, SJr 80 80.3 78.8 82.2 81.8 86.8 489.9
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December Air Rifle Match 
 

Name Class Sub Class M/F String 1 String 2 String 3 String 4 String 5 String 6 400.0 600

Ingrid McCrea MM F 90.2 95.2 88.7 90.1 364.2 364.2

Katharina Knipping EX Jr, SJr F 97.9 96.8 97.7 97.9 390.3 390.3

Krista Hildebrand SS Jr F 90.5 90.3 89.8 93.5 364.1 364.1

Danielle Lebecque MM Jr, SJr F 87.3 89.1 92.9 94.8 364.1 364.1

Sierra Hill MM Jr, SJr F 66.5 82.1 80.1 68.7 297.4 297.4

Ella Mark MM Jr, SJr F 83.8 84 83.4 85.5 336.7 336.7

Jayne Murdy MM Jr, SJr F 73.8 71.7 88.2 73.9 307.6 307.6

Claire McLean MM Jr F 60.6 54.1 55.8 63 233.5 233.5

Tylor Peters MM Jr, 87.4 88.6 90.4 81.8 85.3 88.3 521.8

Zachary Peters MM Jr, SJr 91 95 93.5 90.7 95 90 555.2

Chad Ladan MM Jr, SJr 80.5 80.3 84.9 88 81.9 75.1 490.7

Lucas Marsh MM Jr 92.6 88.7 94 89.4 88.1 82.3 535.1

Nick Mark MM Jr, SJr 74.8 80.1 86.8 87.4 74.6 76.9 480.6

Aaron Watson-Tully MM Jr, SJr 79.3 82.7 80.8 89.8 78.8 82.7 494.1

Justin Hartlaper MM 68.9 85.3 72.9 73.7 72.5 62.3 435.6

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Target Name Class Pr 1 Pr 2 Pr 3 Total Match Total

6 Bruce MacDonald 195 193 192 580 580

12 Ken Cooper 186 183 182 551 551

11 Michael Knipping 181 179 180 540 540

10 Paul Lemire 157 155 152 464 464

0 0

 DECEMBER 2013 INDOOR MATCH

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When you have confidence, you can 

have a lot of fun. And when you have 

fun, you can do amazing things.-  

                                          Joe Namath 
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December 2013 Sporter Match 

 

Name Class #1 X #2 X #3 X Total X

Don Mitchell 196 6 200 7 196 8 592 21

Lukas Knipping 196 9 196 11 195 8 587 28

Katarina Knipping 196 11 192 5 194 7 582 23

Cornie Froese 189 4 195 6 198 5 582 15

Joel Canart 195 6 194 6 190 5 579 17

Claire McLean 187 4 195 8 190 4 572 16

Dave Doell 190 7 191 9 190 7 571 23

Ryan Froese 185 0 193 5 190 5 568 10

Levi Froese 186 4 184 3 189 4 559 11

Thomas Shire 188 4 185 4 183 3 556 11

Debbie Hodinott 180 3 186 7 182 4 548 14

Jarrod Hodinott 180 3 176 1 183 1 539 5

Tyler Froese 177 3 172 1 184 6 533 10

Mary-ann Canart 178 1 174 3 164 3 516 7

0 0  

 
 
 
 

For Sale 
 

Tired of F-Class, want to try something different or need a reason to buy a very hot sweaty 
jacket. Here is your chance to get into Target Rifle at minimum cost. 

 
15-1/4" butt to trigger. RSA action, single shot. 

  Stainless Steel .308 Obermeyer barrel 1 in 13 twist. approx 3000 moly coated 
  rounds through. Pillar bedded  with plastic aluminum. Central rear sight but no 
  eye piece (we use a diopter that is interchangeable on all our  rifles)  Tiger  
  foresight with inserts, level bubble,  trigger shoe, hand stop with rail. Single  
  point for sling. Trigger pull 3-1/2 lb. 

          Cost: Action and trigger              $1,000.00 
                    Stock w/hand stop/rail           450.00 
                    Foresight, inserts                   125.00 
                    Central rearsight                    225.00 
                    Aluminum trigger guard           60.00 

                                                      Barrel, reamed, bedded         450.00      Asking $1,500.00 
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#761 -  Baltic Birch laminated stock with cheek rise, thumbhole. 13-1/2" butt to   trigger. RSA 
action, single shot. Stainless steel .308 Blackstar barrel 1 in 13 

   twist approx 1000 moly coated rounds through. Pillar bedded with plastic  
   aluminum. Central rear sight but no eye piece. Tiger foresight withinserts, level  
   bubble, hand stop with rail. Single point for sling. Trigger pull 3-1/2 lb. 
   Costs approximately same except for barrel which was $600.00. Asking $1,600.00 
 

 

 
 
 

Contact Doran Sewell at doran@mymts.net or 204-837-4768 
 

Note: rear sights come with rifles, just not included in photo. 
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M.P.R.A. Recognized at the Manitoba Legislature 
 

    On December 18th, M.L.A. for Concordia, Matt Wiebe recognized the Manitoba Provincial 
Rifle Association for its long rich history in this province and the continued support for the  

   sport of target shooting. Also mentioned were the accomplishments of our athletes at this 
   past summer’s Canadian National Small Bore Matches held in Beachburg, Ontario and the  
   development of our High performance program, presently being used with by Canada Winter 
   Games athletes thanks to Rob Deneka. Our thanks to Paul Lemire for bringing this to Matt 
   Wiebe’s attention and the opportunity for several members to meet the Minister of Sport, the 
   Honourable Ron Lemieux. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
From the left, Murray Sloane, John Chapman, Paul Lemire, Ken Cooper, Katharina 
Knipping, the Honourable Ron Lemieux, Michael Knipping and MLA Matt Wiebe 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A life spent making mistakes is 
not only honorable, but more 
useful than a life spent doing 
nothing.-  
                 George Bernard Shaw 
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For the last newsletter, I had asked Sean T. to write a small article on the trip three M.P.R.A. 
members took to Raton, New Mexico for the Super Bowl of F Class shooting. Work got in the 
way back in September but now Sean has delivered. As you will see, competitive shooting is a 
lot more then guys laying in the grass and letting it fly. Thanks Sean. 

 

 

 
 

Manitoba Provincial Rifle Association members and alumni enjoyed both individual and team success as 

they participated in two of the largest F-Class events in the history of the sport. 

The 2013 U.S. F-Class Nationals and ICFRA F-Class World Championships were held back-to-back at the 

NRA Wittington Center near Raton, New Mexico, from August 18 through August 27, 2013. 

MPRA members Bruce MacDonald, Sean Thiessen and Gerry Weins, as well as MPRA alumni Les Dolhun, 

joined 333 other competitors for the U.S. Nationals. Fellow MPRA member Tom McCrae joined them and 

389 others immediately after for the World Championships. 

Days were long, conditions were challenging and competition was tight through both events. 

Most alarms were set daily for 5:00am in the on-range competitor-housing unit where the majority of 27 

members of Team Canada, of which Dolhun, MacDonald, Thiessen, Weins were members of, stayed.  

Competitors were at the nearby George E. Tubb High Power Rifle Range by 7:00am to pick up scorecards 

and squadding with first shots down range by 8:00am. If one was not shooting, one was scoring, on deck 

getting ready to shoot/score or pulling targets. Six full relays and competitor pulled targets meant 

competitors were often leaving the range at 7:00pm daily despite the lack of any official breaks.  
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However, just because the moon was up and the Tubb Range was closed did not mean the day was over. 

Team meetings, team drills, ceremonial dinners, rifle cleaning and repairs, ammunition seating and sorting 

and running into town for supplies, often kept the competitor-housing unit bustling with official activity until 

11pm.  Even after 11pm, most nights would see members of Team Australia, who were housed in the 

adjacent competitor housing complex come by for a nightcap. The schedule produced a level of exhaustion 

that saw some competitors napping on the line between relays.  

A physically hostile range waited each morning. It was like waking up and knowing you had to face a bully 

at school. And unlike the after school specials, the bully was going to win. 

Mornings were chilly enough to demand a good sweater or a light jacket. However, once the sun crested the 

overlooking Sangre de Christo mountain peaks temperatures quickly rose into the high 20s and mid 30s 

degrees Celsius. These temperatures combined with the 6,800 feet of elevation, total lack of shade and the 

large black coal slag firing points to feel much hotter and take its physical toll on competitors and equipment 

alike.  

Most competitors combated the environment through head-to-toe clothing, sun screen and hydration. For 

example, by the end of the competition, Thiessen was consuming more than six litres of water per day 

(sometimes eight). Someone could have made good money selling shade on the line at 2pm. Symptoms of 

heat stroke and sunburn at the end of the day were not uncommon in competitor housing. 

Ammunition was kept in soft-sided lunch coolers. Rifles stayed in cases with actions covered until 

immediately prior to firing and then returned immediately thereafter.  

The covered actions weren’t so much to combat the high temperatures. It was to keep the coal slag out. By 

the end of the day it was everywhere, you could feel it on your teeth. Many found out the hard way that their 

bolts would not close or their firing pins would not drop with chunks of coal slag in the way. Dental picks 

and compressed air were commonly observed tools. 

While the competitors’ movements made the coal slag airborne it was the wind that turned it into projectiles. 

While the wind was foreseeable after a few visits it was neither predictable nor forgiving.  

First two relays of the day usually enjoyed near calm conditions, though unpredictable vertical would often 

be the trade off. Relays three and four would generally dial on a minute or two of wind moving from left to 

right. After mid-morning the wind would range between two and five minutes and switch to moving right to 

left. By the afternoon it would turn into a very aggressive switching tail wind. One could stand in the butts 

pulling targets and watch dust plumes produced from two shots, fired side by side, simultaneously, go in 

polar opposite directions with the flags showing a zero value straight tail wind. 

With 100 total targets, the afternoon tail wind essentially produced three separate ranges out of the George 

E. Tubb High Power Rifle Range.  The first 25 targets comprised what was called the “small end.” This was 

usually the safest from the late afternoon gusts but had the most mystery verticals. The middle targets had 

the hardest switches. With flags going in every direction, a full value left wind, followed by full value right 

wind, separated by a zero wind condition was not uncommon.  While the last 25 targets, “the big end,” had 

the least amount of vertical and switches, they had the most aggressive winds but the least amount of upwind 

flags to forewarn. It seemed like the wind arrived first and then the flags changed after a measureable delay.   

There were moments when a single condition did manage to unite the three mini-ranges back into one, but it 

was never to the benefit of the competitors. Perhaps the most unique were the “dust devils.” A regular 

occurrence during the late afternoon these “dust devils” were miniature tornados that moved from right to 

left across the 700-yard line. Moving briskly at approximately ten targets wide and 30 metres high this 

phenomenon nullified the ballistic coefficient advantage of any who dared, or were otherwise were caught, 
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shooting during them. Competitors were also treated to one lightning storm, which halted shooting, and two 

rain storms, which did not. One such rainstorm required Thiessen to change from two minutes of left wind to 

nine minutes of right wind to stay on target. Crossfires, misses and accidental discharges (most often due to 

language barriers) were not uncommon. 

The tight living quarters, long schedules and harsh conditions only served to frame the performances put on 

by the competitors. First up was the 2013 U.S. F-Class Nationals where 166 F-TR and 170 F-Open 

competitors gathered for three days of individual shooting and one day of team shooting. All shooting was 

string fire at 1,000 yards. 

In individual competition, the U.S. Nationals saw Weins finish 7th overall in the F-TR Expert Class with an 

aggregate score of 1241 - 36x. An excellent score on day two of individual shooting helped to propel Weins. 

His score of 438-12x topped the Expert F-TR Class for the day and scored him a Bronze Medal in the 

aggregate. MacDonald finished 17th in the Sharpshooter Class (1194-17x) while Thiessen finished 48th 

overall in Master Class (1190 -18x). 

In the team component of the U.S. Nationals, Weins contributed to the 8th place finish (out of 19 total F-TR 

teams) of Team Canada F-TR Red.  Coached by the Chou brothers of Ontario, and teamed with Bill Watts, 

Darcy Spenst and David Harry of the Alberta Provincial Rifle Association, Weins fired a 192-7x and a 179-

4x. At the same time, MacDonald coached Team Canada F-Open White, comprised of shooters from Alberta, 

B.C., and Ontario to a 12th place finish.  

Team Canada coaches and captains determined the composition of the Canadian teams participating in the 

U.S. Nationals team shoots. This saw Thiessen competing on a team comprised of both F-TR and F-Open 

competitors from B.C. and Ontario in the Open category. Thiessen fired 193-4x and 181-2x from his F-TR 

rifle as part of Team Canada Hybrid White’s 21rst place finish in F-Open (out of 27 total F-Open teams). 

Immediately following the end of the U.S. Nationals, the ICFRA F-Class World Championships began with 

189 F-TR and 204 F-Open competitors representing 16 different nations. Two days of individual matches 

would be followed by two days of 8-Person national team matches. All shooting was string fire at 800, 900 

and 1,000 yards. 

Two days of individual competition had Weins and MacDonald finish 63rd and 64th in the overall FTR 

standings with scores of 418-23v and 418-21v respectively. Thiessen, who retired his rifle at the request of 

Team Canada coaching staff and was shooting a loaner rifle from David Harry of the APRA, finished 103rd 

in overall FTR standings with a score of 406-21v. In the Open overall standings, Tom McCrae finished 

102nd overall with a score of 433-27v while MPRA alumni Les Dolhun finished 150th overall with a score of 

421-26v. 

All of this led up to the 8-Person Team Championships. 

The determination of who would actually pull a trigger for Team Canada F/TR  (as opposed to serving as a 

non-firing alternate keeping score for another team) was performed immediately prior to the first day’s 

competition. The F-TR Team Canada coaches lined up the 10 potential F-TR competitors in the parking lot 

behind the firing line. The two coaches called out the names of eight shooters and alternates one-by-one 

sandlot style concluding weeks, if not months, of intense speculation and tension (some of these tensions 

boiled over in competitor housing later that evening in a spirited discussion between coaches, captains and 

competitors). 

Weins served as 2nd Target Coach Will Chou’s third shooter, while Thiessen served as 1rst Target Coach 

Kevin Chou’s fourth shooter. When not firing, Thiessen acted as a verifier to ensure the correct score was 
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being noted on the scorecard and Weins was on a spotting scope identifying environmental trends for the 

coaching staff. Mercifully, paid markers were used for the team championships portion. 

Thiessen’s 427-33v and Wein’s 425-36v helped secure Canada’s first world championship F-Class medal; 

the silver medal. Team Canada F/TR’s overall score of 3400-245v was only 12 points behind gold medal 

winning Team USA F/TR (3412-261v) and seven points ahead of Team Great Britian F/TR (3393-220v) in a 

very tight two-day competition. Meanwhile, MacDonald served as 2nd Target Coach in Team Canada F-

Open’s fifth place finish. 

After the awards ceremony, MacDonald, Thiessen and Weins celebrated by visiting the High Power Rifle 

Silhouette Range where they each rang The White Buffalo. The White Buffalo is a 6’ by 10’ steel silhouette 

target in the shape of a buffalo with a 16” aiming point set at 1123 yards. Weins and Thiessen drove directly 

home to Winnipeg the next morning while MacDonald set off to complete an item from his bucket list, 

driving the Pacific Coast Highway on his motorcycle. MacDonald completed the journey arriving back in 

Winnipeg on September 16, 2013, with more than 10,000 extra km on the odometer. 

The 2017 F-Class World Championships are scheduled to be held at the Connaught Range in Ottawa, 

Ontario. Eric Bisson, of the APRA has been named Captain of Team Canada by the DCRA. F-Class 

competitors interested in contending for the 2017 F-Class Team Canada are encouraged to email Bisson at 

fcwc2017captain@gmail.com for application details. 
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From everyone on the Board of Directors, we wish you and 
your families a safe and enjoyable Christmas and a Happy new 
                                          Year. 
 
 

 
 

 


